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Introduction 

Automation stemmed from actions as early as 1730s where new systems were developed to 

facilitate things that were common in daily usage such as sailing. One of the first ever feedback control 

mechanisms was invented by Edmund Lee who created a fantail to optimize performance of the main 

sail of his ship. Since then, small advances were made with the innovative, brand new introduction of 

relay logic in the 1900s. Relay logic refers to a system of wires and configurations in control circuits, a 

new invention at the time which would lead to the development of central control rooms in the early 

1920s. This chain of successive events ultimately culminates to complete digital control as was 

introduced in the 20th century and very common in modern markets.  

The reason behind automation developments lay mostly upon efficiency in manufacturing 

businesses. Where automation could be integrated to maximize the performance and thus the lucrative 

benefits of numerous production companies. As the industrial reform grew and automation systems 

began to overpower the workplace in many instances a controversy regarding employment arose. As 

many were afraid to be substituted by machines in jobs that required only manual and physical labor, 

easily replaceable by automatic programs.  

The controversy within the topic of automation depends on the use of these systems whether it 

be for genuine automation or mechanisation. As described by britannica encyclopaedia automation 

refers to the integration of machines into the workplace to facilitate tasks and improve quality and 

efficiency. However, mechanization is the use of automatic systems to perform labor impossible to 

humans, otherwise replacing the labor force in jobs priorly held by individuals. This is where the issue 

stems to meet directly with employment. In matters of integration of automation employment should not 

be a major concern as it is simply enabling for more accessible production of goods. When 

mechanisation come into play, the replacement of the workforce by automated systems, employment is 

a major concern as positions are no longer attainable to laborers who are left without professions.  
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Definition of Key Terms 

Automation 

Automation is the implementation of machines or automatic systems to facilitate tasks otherwise 

performed by hand. Automation is very common in the modern world and has helped increase 

productivity in many areas of production in varying markets.  

Mechanisation 

DIfferent from automation, mechanisation is the usage of a machine operated system to perform a task 

that could be done by hand. The main difference here is that unlike automation, mechanization doesn’t 

work alongside a human operator, instead it replaces the need of this third party as a whole. The 

popularization of mechanizations is responsible for the larger part of unemployment in comparison to 

automation. 

Relay Logic  

Relay logic is a technical term to define the implementation of logical circuits into technology by using 

electrical relays and wired combinations. As mentioned in the introduction, relay logic was an important 

part of the development of automation and led to many further advances since its development in the 

1900s.  

Industrialization 

Industrialization is a big part of this issue because it is the development of industries in a large scale, be 

that national or international. Automation is a new form of technology that is still developing in many 

industries around the world.  

Workforce  

A country's workforce is defined by how much of its population is employed or available for work. The 

reason workforce is relevant to the issue is not only because of the impact it will face due to automation 

development, but also because in many countries the workforce will need to learn new skills in order to 

still be considered valuable because of their ability to interact and work with automated machines. This 

will also generate a drastic change in the educational system as these skills will become fundamental in 

the formation of an individual's intellectual exploration.  

Electronic Data Interchange 
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Also referred to as EDI, electronic Data interchange is the exchange of data and documents from 

computer to computer. Essentially, EDI is what makes many businesses run in a ‘paperless’ manner. 

This was one of the first wide spread evolutions brought by automation and is still popular to this day.   

 

Background Information 

General Overview   

 Most prominent types of Automation 

With the automation industry’s fast growth there are many different types of automation that are 

usually referred to when addressing the topic. The first, most common, type of automation is Industrial 

automation. Industrial automation is used in large part for very dangerous tasks or tasks that cannot be 

performed by humans. Many times, industrial automation machines require a human operator to 

maneuver or ‘supervise’ its activity. Some types of industrial automation machines are used to perform 

repetitive tasks. These are the numerically controlled machines(NC). These machines perform tasks that 

are typically performed by hand and are very popular in product manufacturing as they have increased 

accuracy and produce less errors than human laborers.  

There are also other more specific categories that industrial automation machines can be 

classified in such as FMS (Flexible Manufacturing Systems), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), and 

industrial robots. Putting aside the technicalities of the issue there are many differences in the impact of 

automation on employment that depend on the usage of the system in place. For example, NC machines 

have become popular due to their high efficiency when performing repetitive tasks because of the 

increase in productivity they cause. As productivity is a main concern for many firms because of its effect 

on total revenue these machines are highly valued, taking a toll on the workforce as laborers in this area 

are devalued and replaced by more efficient robots. If these machines can do exactly what humans can, 

but better, they begin to replace the need for human workers,this is where the difference between 

automation and mechanisation come into play and hold a big role on what the impact on employment 

could be.  

  

Economic incentives  

As mentioned in the previous section, the impact of automation on employment has everything to 

do with the use of industrial machines in the corporate world. There are many economic factors that 

impact decisions when looking at the use of automation, and these are incentives for firms and 
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businesses to make use of machines, sometimes leading to the replacement of the human workforce in 

that area.  

One of the main factors that is considered an economic incentive for companies to increase 

automation is the fact that there are lower costs of production overall. Although an industrial machine 

can be a big investment, once that amount is paid off there are no minimum wages or monetary benefits 

like insurance that need to be covered by the company. The machine becomes fixed capital in the 

workplace that has no limit of working hours and does not require as much attention as employees when 

taking into account contracts, holidays and sick days, insurance fees, etc.  

Moreover there is also increased productivities as this is the point of these machines. With 

increased productivity companies will be able to make better use of their capital, having to pay less 

hours of electricity and usage costs for their factories is more products are produced per time allotted. 

Additionally, the company will essentially have more of the product in smaller periods of time allowing 

them to gain economic benefit as they have more units to sell and make profit from. Lower production 

costs and increased productivity could also make room for a price decrease in the goods produced 

which could further increase demand of the public, generating more revenue for the company.  

  

Common uses of automation systems  

 In order to properly assess the magnitude of the issue it’s important to really look at how much 

automation has changed tasks we make use of everyday. An example of this is the evolution of 

telephone switching. A few years ago phone calls were made possible by operators who connected 

different lines to form a phone call. With automation these operators were replaced and we now have 

faster connections and increased efficiency as there is less room for mistakes and wrong connections.  

On the other hand, there are also many instances in which automation has increased efficiency 

but not replaced human occupations. Looking at banking, this is still a very common job and we see 

multiple employees at banks, however automation has helped make banker’s jobs more efficient as it 

facilitates large transactions and keeps inventory, much like in retail. Similarly, brokers are still very 

much prominent but they rely on computer automated systems to complete stock changes and keep 

track of their balance. Moreover, being a doctor is still one of the highest paying jobs in modern society, 

but the medical field has had it’s fair share of automation introduced over the years. In many countries 

medical computer terminals have been implemented to increase efficiency but are nowhere near the 

replacement of human staff.  

The difference between these examples lies between thin lines, and for many countries can be a 

question of ethics. However, it is fair to deduce that there are certain jobs that are more susceptible to 
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replacement by machines. The controversy of the debate will lie between whether all non specialized 

labor work should be replaced by automation or if the workforce should be protected by the nation in 

order to maintain high employment rates.  

 

Major Countries and Organizations Involved 

Japan 

Since the beginning stages, Japan has been one of the leading nations in the search to finding ways to 

facilitate industrial manufacturing. Currently, Japan is also one of the biggest robot producers and 

exporters, having exported around 1.6 billion dollars worth of industrial machines in 2016 alone. 

Recently, Japan has been facing issues with scarcity of labour and the automation industry has only 

grown more to compensate for this in many growing firms.  

South Korea 

South Korea is number one in the top ten most automated countries list as defined by the IFR 

(International Federation of Robotics). Compared to its surrounding countries, Korea seems to be ahead. 

This is made evident especially when looking at robot density indexes with an estimated amount 631 

robots for every 10000 employees . The automation in south Korea is leading the country towards a 

more developed economy, but soon the high amounts of machine operated systems could take a toll on 

its citizens’ livelihoods.  

United Kingdom 

Although the UK is one of the most economically developed countries, its robot density falls behind the 

world average of 74 with only 71 robots for every 10000 workers. However, the low automation rates in 

the UK haven’t hindered the country’s economic growth. Thus, the UK’s contribution could portray a 

turning point in debate as it will uphold a very different position than other economically developed 

countries.  

USA 

The US is also within the list of the ten most automated countries but seems to be facing very high risks 

regarding unemployment. Observing the course of automation in the country, it is estimated that around 

a third of the workforce occupations are at risk of being replaced by automated systems in the near 

future. However, many of these will not be completely replaced by automation but will be drastically 

transformed because of further mechanical innovations to the area. Automation in the US is also likely to 
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increase economic inequality because it will place high skilled jobs and creative occupations at a much 

higher demand and value in comparison to low skilled jobs.  

ISA 

ISA is the committee for Industrial Automation and Control System Security  

(first introduced as ISA-99). This committee was first created to address safety of the public as data and 

file transfer became widely popular. The purpose of the committee is still to monitor the safety of all 

users of industrial automation and form reports to update progress and ensure the public is well informed 

on their safety or any possible risks.  

International Labour Organization 

As the issue revolves around automation and its impact on employment, ILO is a major organization 

because it specializes on overseeing data regarding labour and working conditions. ILO could potentially 

have a significant on many countries’ economic growth if regulations regarding automation and human 

labour are put into place.   

Timeline of Events 

Date Description of event 

1890 Batch Processing punch cards were first created  

1920 First SCADA systems were installed (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) 

1939-1945 Automation was popularized within army forces during the war 

1960 
process control computers offering direct digital control are now available to the 

public 

1960 Remote Terminal Units become popular as they are released  

December 1968 First concept of a programmable controller is designed 

1966 Job Control Language (can be referred to as coding) is introduced by IBM 

1975 The first EDI standards are published 

1994 UNIX operating systems become important in the corporate world 

2002 

ISA-99 committee is formed: Industrial Automations and Control System 

security ( committee in charge of addressing possible risks and other important 

aspects of automation and internet security) 

2003 First controllers that include web servers are created 

  

 

Relevant UN Treaties and Events 
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The 2016 report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) “robots 

and industrialization in developing countries” created many discussions as it stated important facts and 

statistics about the impact of automation. This report explored the possibility that those most affected by 

automation in the workplace wouldn’t be employees in most developed countries, but instead those in 

developing countries. The report explains that as these countries pick up faster industrialization paces, 

they will adapt to automation in a much faster way and instead of going through all the stages already 

developed countries have been through, there is a high chance they could skip directly to using high 

amounts of automation without increasing the human workforce.Although this could speed up the 

process of economic growth, it would present a big obstacle for the population of these nations as there 

would be much higher risks of detrimental unemployment rates. 

As the effect of automation on employment rates has become a well discussed topic, the UN has 

been exploring many investigation areas. The report by the Department of Economic and Social affairs is 

an example of this as it looks into many frequently mentioned questions and organizes the facts and 

data within them. 

 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue 

Because this issue is fairly new there have not been many concrete attempts to solve it, 

especially because the impact of automation on employment is still being observed in long term periods. 

However, there have been many initiatives to overview the process of the evolution of automation like 

many research reports and such as conducted by the UN in order to supervise the development of the 

issue as it escalates. This way, if a big problem presents itself hopefully it will be detected in early stages 

and could have higher chances of being redirected. However, the concept of automation is very recent 

and many organizations are simply waiting to observe what will happen as the course of action and the 

effect it could have on the population is still uncertain.  

 

Possible Solutions 

It is an important part of the solution to ensure that the increase in automation does not affect 

income distribution. Increasing use of automated machines can be a benefit but it is also a potential risk 

for drawing a rift between the population in regards of income. If not properly monitored higher income 

percentages will be directed at the owners of these automation machines instead of other human 

employees creating the possibility for a large gap not only between wages but also socio economic 

https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/presspb2016d6_en.pdf
https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/presspb2016d6_en.pdf
https://www.un.org/development/desa/dpad/wp-content/uploads/sites/45/publication/2017_Aug_Frontier-Issues-1.pdf
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stability over time. In order to avoid this, the solution proposed for this issue should emphasize the 

importance of data collection in order to monitor these aspects before they become a big problem.   

Another important solution is to review the educational curriculum of countries that are adapting 

to the digital revolution. It is important to provide children, our future workforce,with the necessary skills 

they will need to maintain a profitable lifestyle in their future as automation is integrated into society. As 

their environment becomes more industrialised they should be prepared to face and work with these 

systems once they graduate to increase their chances of contributing to the national workforce even with 

the addition of these automated systems.  

Moreover, it is important that every country is aware of the differences between automation and 

mechanisation, and if wishing to diminish the impact on employment strict guidelines should be set to 

prevent mechanisation. Instead, these governments should promote transforming jobs to become more 

efficient but should monitor progress to avoid the replacement of the human workforce.  
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